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TOP KITTY CAT (#4)
Jazz Queen (#7)
Royal Kingdom (#8)

Exacta:  4-7/4-7-8, $4.  Tri:  4-7/4-7-8/2-3-4-7-8, $6.  Daily Double:  4-7/1-4-10, $6.  Pick 3:  4-7/1-4-10/1-2, $6. 
PARKER’S
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Didn’t show much when facing tougher last, she drops way down in claiming 
price and clearly is the one to beat.Good third when facing similar in her last, she again should get a nice stalking 
trip, appears the main danger to the top choice.Comes off a short rest after a good second in her most recent, she can get part.

TEE TIME MARY (#10)
Thanksforasking (#4)
Miz Tuition (#1)

Exacta:   4-10/1-4-10, cost $4.  
First time starter shows a nice string of workouts leading up to her debut, she 
will get clear sailing from this post and gets call in a tough heat.Has drawn money in each of her three lifetime starts but has yet to show much 
but she did have excuses for each effort and has a big shot today.Didn’t get the best of trips in her most recent, she should go better from this post.

MARY LOIS (#1)
Ziva the Diva (#2)
Come On Cozzene (#5)

Exacta:   1-2/1-2-5, cost $4 Trifecta:    1-2/1-2-5/1-2-5-6-7, $6.
Pick 3:   1-2/3-5-6/2-7, $6.Comes off a better than looks effort last as she was pretty wide, she will save 

ground from this post today, edge.Will have to deal with Doctor Susan early here but she did finish in front of the 
top choice last and will battle throughout.Back quickly after an upset win last, she is capable of repeating.

THE CHILLI MAN (#6)
Spikes High (#3)
Mike Man’s Bro (#5)

Exacta:    3-6/3-5-6, $4.  Tri:  3-6/3-5-6/2-3-5-6-8, $6.  Pick 3:  3-6/2-7/7-8, $4.  Pick 4:  6/2-5-7/2-3-7-8/2, $6.
$70,000 yearling purchase shows two recent blistering gate workouts, he is bred 
to be quick and looks talented.Recent workouts are on the slow side but this one goes for a barn that already has 
won with two two-year-olds and he should come out running.Another that is bred to be quick and barn does well with debut types.

ITALIAN WARRIOR (#7)
Wine At Nine (#2)
Credit Line (#5)

Exacta:   2-7/2-5-7, cost $4. Trifecta:   2-7/2-5-7/2-3-5-6-7, $6. 
Pick 3:  2-5-7/2-3-7-8/2, $4. Veteran is very sharp right now, he did receive a perfect trip last race when 

winning but again should get a fast, contested early pace to help his late run.Couldn’t reach contention when routing last but he was a big winner when last 
seen at this distance and could spring a mild upset.Will have to deal with two other speed types but he cannot be ignored.

HE’S CAGEY (#7)
Hoody (#8)
Walk Free (#2)

Exacta:   7-8/2-7-8, $4.  Tri:  7-8/2-7-8/2-3-4-7-8, $6.  Pick 3:  2-3-7-8/2/3-6, $4. 

Beaten by the top choice in his last two but he ran pretty well in each 
forcing/pressing fast interior splits and he should be right there throughout.Good try in the same heat as the top two, he would be no surprise.  

Super:   2-7/2-5-7/2-3-5-6-7/2-3-4-5-6-7-9, $4.80.

Super:  3-6/3-5-6/2-3-5-6-8/2-3-5-6-7-8, $3.60.   Pick 7:  6/2-7/7-8/2/3-6/2-3-5/5-6-11, $14.40 

Super:    1-2/1-2-5/1-2-5-6-7/all, $4.80.  

Super:   4-10/1-4-10/1-2-4-7-10/1-2-4-7-9-10, $3.60.

Super:  4-7/4-7-8/2-3-4-7-8/1-2-3-4-5-7-8, $4.80.  Pick 4:  4-7/1-4-10/1-2/3-5-6, $18.  

Super:  7-8/2-7-8/2-3-4-7-8/2-3-4-6-7-8-9, $4.80.  Pick 5:  7-8/8/3-6/2-3-5/5-6-11, $18.   

Trifecta:  4-10/1-4-10/1-2-4-7-10, $6.
Pick 3:   4-10/1-2/3-5-6, $6. 

Seven-year-old is clearly very sharp right now, he did receive a perfect trip last 
race but seems to love Emerald and may make it three straight.
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MY HEART GOES ON (#2)
Sunrise Glow (#6)
Rods Song (#1)

Exacta:  2/1-5-6, $3.  Tri:  2/1-5-6/1-3-5-6-7, $6.  Pick 3:  2/3/2-3-5, $1.50.

Big effort in the Irish Day as she forced some fast fractions and just failed to 
hold on, she should prove tough to catch today.
Percentages say going from a maiden sprint win to a route in a stakes is a poor 
outcome but she is bred to love routing and must be considered.
Stepping up to face much tougher over her last but she also will like routing.

Super:  2/1-5-6/1-3-5-6/all, $3.60.  Pick 4:  2/3-6/2-3-5/5-6-11, $9. 

AAROM BEAR (#3)
Inexcess Again (#6)
Botch (#2)

Exacta:   3-6/2-3-6, cost $4.  Trifecta:    3-6/2-3-6/2-3-4-5-6, $6.
Pick 3:   3-6/2-3-5/5-6-11, $9.

Gelding comes off two wins, both in fast time, he again should get a great trip 
from just off the lead early, stick with him.
Crushed foes when going wire to wire last, he did set a slow first quarter mile 
but draws outside the other early speed and is three for three on this surface.
Second to the top choice in his last, he again seems likely for part.

SCAT DADDYBABY (#2)
Its Allabout Jerry (#3)
Grinder Sparksaglo (#5)

Exacta:    2-3/2-3-5, cost $4. Trifecta:    2-3/2-3-5/1-2-3-4-5, $6.
Daily Double:  2-3-5/6-11, $6.

Winner of three races at this distance again will sprint to the lead early and he 
should prove tough to catch.
Couldn’t threaten in his two races this year but those were sprints against 
tougher, he drops and goes to a route, expect big stretch run.
Also has yet to threaten this year but the drop, move to a route will help.

BLAZIN B B (#11)
Daryanna (#6)
Storm Chatter (#5)

Exacta:   6-11/5-6-11, cost $4. Trifecta:   6-11/5-6-11/2-4-5-6-11 

Had no apparent excuse for the dull try in her last but she did run an excellent 
second one race back and gets call off that effort.
Back in a sprint after just failing to hold on in a route try last, she should get a 
contested early pace to run at and she figures to be right there at the finish.
Slow workouts but this barn does well with debut types, she is bred for speed.

Super:    6-11/5-6-11/2-4-5-6-11/2-4-5-6-9-11, cost $3.60.

EMERALD DOWNS RACE SELECTIONS
for Sunday Afternoon, June 26th, 2016

Super:   2-3/2-3-5/1-2-3-4-5/all, $6.

Super:  3-6/2-3-6/2-3-4-5-6/2-3-4-5-6-7, $3.60.

Today’s Best Bet (s): Today’s Longshot:
MY HEART GOES ON in the seventh. MIZ TUITION in the second.

Today’s Exotic Play: 
Race 1, $1 Exacta:  4-7/4-7-8, cost $4.
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WADE (#2)
Prince Valiant (#1)
Aikau ((#3)
IPRAY (#4)
Cuddle Alert (#1)
Blooming Hannah (#2)
SO HERES THE THING (#3)
Kimchee (#6)
Wisconsin Kate (#5)

CHRIS AND DAVE (#4)
Last One Standing (#3)
Go Long (#6)
SENSITIVELY (#5)
Luminance (#3)
Shh She’s Ours (#2)
BIG BREAK (#5)
Gracie Ragazza (#2)
My Sweet Afleet (#3)
SURFING THE MENU (#5)
Plus Perfect (#7)
Ish (#4)
AVANTI BELLO (#4)
Soi Phet (#3)
Songforjohnmichael (#2)
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Santa Anita Pleasanton        Hastings Park
Race Selections for Sunday, June 26th, 2016

PICTURE TUBE (#6)
Candy Promises (#5)
Latitude (#4)

PRISCILLA NELSON (#5)
Lil Sarah (#4)
Dashn Bobi McGee (#1)
KHALAYA (#2)
Dancing Sunset (#4)
Prophetinparadise (#5)
BOW TIE BELLE (#4)
Regal Lady (#1)
Nicole Michelle (#5)

LOOKING FOR INFO (#4)
Hurrah for Two (#2)
Forbidden Command (#3)
BUTTERCUP GOLD (#2)
Sharp Cookie (#4)
Woodys Wharf (#5)
BLU JON (#3)
So Elite (#2)
Olympic Jumble (#6)
CHARLIE’S WARRIOR (#7)
Tentwelvefourteen (#3)
Darwin’s Dilemma (#10)
MON MOUSSE (#7)
Stellar Sea (#2)
Ace Deuce (#6)
BIG ENERGY (#1)
Awesome Image (#7)
Sizzling Eddie (#5)

SWISS ARROGANT (#5)
Dee Jay Snow (#2)
Teddy the Bear (#4)
ZENYA (#2)
Riojana (#3)
I Believe in Angel (#4)
CORPORATE LASS (#2)
Biscuit (#3)
Mini Fridge (#4)

SIMILKAMEEN LUKE (#3)
Bearrock N Roll (#4)
What Goes Around (#1)
ADITYA (#1)
Senor Rojo (#7)
Rebus (#5)
DONTTELLMYHUSBAND (#7)
Coco a Gogo (#4)
Hurricane Ronda (#5)
WE FOUND GOLD (#7)
Iama Better Cause (#6)
Sunset Drive (#8)
GROOT (#1)
My Eye Candy (#2)
Sal (#6)


